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again. And now the kingdom of the flesh is swallowed
up by the kingdom of the spirit. But the kingdom of
the spirit is not the final one, just as little as the youth
is the last stage in the development of the man. Thou
wouldst hinder the^youth from becoming a man.
O, thou fool, who" hast drawn the sword against
coming things—against the third kingdom, where the
two-edged sword shall rule ! "
'Emperor and Galilean may be poetically the weakest
of Ibsen's dramas, but it is spiritually the deepest;
in none has he revealed more of his own most intimate
thought on the problems of human destiny than here.
And the ideas of this grandiose tragedy dominated all
his later life. Threads go out from Emperor and
Galilean to all the dramas of his maturer years ; we see
the figures of these dramas, one and all, struggling to
solve the problems of their life-calling ; we see them
crushed by the awful doubt whether they have any
" calling " at all, whether they can grasp—to use
Hebbel's expression—the spokes of the world-wheel;
whether they are " children of God " with a mission
to fulfil, or " children of the world " with none that
matters. All, like Julian, grope towards the light;
all crave for the sunshine and the great joy of life;
all seek to realise their third kingdom. And to none,
not to Nora Helmer, or Helene Alving, not to Rosmer
—although Rosmer is vouchsafed perhaps the clearest
vision of any—not to Solness or Allmers, not even to
Rubek, is the third kingdom ever more than a glimpse
of the promised land, seen from, a high mountain
when the mists suddenly and momentarily part. They
all, like Nora, wait and watch for the miracle—the
miracle that never happens. But faith in the ultimate
realization of the third kingdom—a kingdom of
sweetness and light, without the asceticism either of
Kierkegaard or Carlyle—is the rock to which Ibsen,
amidst all his doubts and self-distrust, steadily clung.
" Du skal grunnfaeste riket"—" Thou shalt establish
the kingdom! "

